Camp Abilities News

YESTERDAY DAY
Orange and Green Photos
Camper Panel
Pancake Wednesday
And Lots More

TODAY
Camp Abilities Specialists Photo
Work Experience Photo
Showdown
Arts and Crafts
Buskers Concerts

TOMORROW
Color Pump Up Dance
Beep Baseball Game
Duathlon
Swim Meet
Goalball Tournament
O = Orange Team, G = Green Team, P = Pink Team, B = Blue Team

Care to Share – Wednesday, June 28, 2017, Breakfast

Anneka – G – fishing – caught a fish – first one caught at Camp this year.
Faith – P – high ropes – completed one of the elements faster than last year; show down tournament, lost to Beatrice, but Nick Rod will represent Pink in tournament.
Abby R – P – high ropes, balance.
Zach – P – 31 baskets.
Daniel – B – high ropes – graduated from the police academy! : )Yesterday in gymnastics – whacked by the wall!
Mackenzie – O – golf – putted the ball, nearly got the ball in the hole.
Sean S – O – golf – first hit, accidentally hit the tee across the gym. Also, in the pool swam 10 laps, that’s way more than the first time, when he swam 1.
Kristin M – G – golf – hit the ball in the hole 3 times.
Abby W – O – played golf for the first time.
Sam D – O – almost hit the ball in the hole for golf.
Cade – G – played golf for the first time.
Braiden – G – in golf, swung 8 balls very good.

Care to Share – Wednesday, June 28, 2017, Dinner

Sam D. – O – gymnastics – got 2nd token for mastery in the vault.
Sam B. – G – Goal ball – scored 4 goals.
Jaylynn – O - 11 laps in the pool.
Austin – B – graduated from shallow to deep end in swimming.
Chris S. – P – Austin and I set a goal to swim 14 laps, we did. Started with 6, then 10, then 14, trying for 18 next.
Elora – O – Gymnastics, cartwheel got WAY better.
Anneka – G – Goalball - first token of year.
Jayson – P – guided counselor back to dorms from swimming.
Andrew – P – gymnastics – straddle jump off high beam with Lily.
Beatrise – P – skin the cat in gymnastics.
Kiana – O – swimming – 9 laps and in biking – 19 laps, and did 6 things in gymnastics.
Mackenzie – O – tandem biking on the road and I did the signals, it was so fun. In gymnastics, I did a back roll and a forward roll by myself.
Faith – P – 2 tokens today – one in beep baseball, SUP and gymnastics.
Daniel – B – guided coach back from swimming, SUP – wipeout! Then I got back on.
Christopher – B – paddle board – beat my time from 2:02 to 1:49 today. One of 41:91 in 50 free in swimming.
Adam – P – forward roll and backwards roll in gymnastics and went in the pool.
Cade – G – biking – wobbly 2 person bike and I was scared, but coach Kelly told me to look up but it was still wobbly and it was funny but Kelly was like “I don’t think this is funny anymore!”
Mina – O – gymnastics – jumped off the vault into the foam pit.
Braiden – G – 9 laps in swimming, 6 ¼ miles in biking.
Isabella – G – 2 tokens – 1 in track for running/working hard, then in goalball because I was on a team with girls, and we tried really hard against the boys.
Abby – O – completed entire page of assignments in one class in gymnastics.
Kristin – G - Tandem biking 22 laps.
This newsletter is dedicated to the memory of Dr. Janet Joseph, the founder of this newsletter and Lauren Lieberman’s mother. She died suddenly in December of 2006. She was an active part of Camp Abilities Brockport for seven years and we miss her very much.